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Abstract 

In this paper, an experimental facility is implemented with the aim of improving the performance of internal 

combustion engines working at low ambient temperatures. Pollutant emissions and fuel consumption are one of 

the major issues that automotive engineers have to face. Cold engine start and warming up analysis have 

become important topics for researches. In this work, an exhaust heat recovery system for a diesel engine has 

been proposed as a solution to cold operation negative effects. The energy obtained from the exhaust gases was 

used to increase the intake air temperature. The experiments were carried out in transient load conditions at three 

different levels of ambient temperature (up to -7ºC). Exhaust heat recovery was combined with different strategies 

of exhaust gas recirculation. Intake air heating results with the heat recovery system show a reduction of 65% in 

unburned hydrocarbons, 40% in carbon monoxide and 10% in fuel use compared to standard air-air intercooler.

 

1. Introduction 

Increasingly stringent emissions regulations are constantly motivating the automotive industry to develop new 

systems and strategies. Air-to-fuel ratio control and injection strategies optimization were traditionally enough to 

avoid excessive emissions. During the last few years, the use of diesel particulate filter (DPF) [1-2] has been a 

widespread solution to fulfil emission regulations. On the other hand, despite the development in NOx after-

treatment [3] for diesel engines, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) remains as a cost-effective solution to fulfill 

current and future NOx emission regulations [4]. 

As automotive cycles are being more restrictive, it is expected that the operation conditions of the driving tests will 

consider the effect of running at lower ambient temperature. Under these conditions, fuel consumption and 

pollutant emissions during the engine warm-up are critical and the techniques commented above may not be able 

to fulfill properly the emissions requirements. According to the literature [5] and [6], unburned hydrocarbons and 

carbon monoxide are mainly emitted when engine temperatures remain low. Therefore, a non-negligible effect of 

the low engine temperature on pollutant emissions during engine warm up is noticed. In this sense, it is proved 

that under certain conditions, intake air heating can provide benefits such as CO and HC emissions reduction, 

combustion noise control and engine stability improvement after cold starting [7]. 

Researchers have study the effect on pollutant emissions and engine performance in cold driving cycles [8]. 

Currently, the U.S Environmental Protection Agency includes a cold cycle of FTP-75 as an optional driving cycle 

carried out at -7 ºC. It is expected that if future regulations include cold cycles as mandatory, they will be 

assessed at this temperature. 

Several authors have studied the effect of warm-up in engines, methods and systems to reduce the time needed 

to get the nominal operation conditions. Jarrier et al. [7] explain that during the first minute of warm-up, around 

65% of the combustion energy is used for mass heating, being negligible the heat transfer from the engine to the 

ambient. Referring to the improvement of cooling systems, researchers have been focused on cooling strategies 

in order to reduce the engine warm-up time, optimize the heat dissipation in each of the engine operation points 

and ensure the passenger comfort. 

Many authors have researched different ways to get improvements on engine thermal conditions for cold 

operation. Gumus et al. [9] present a thermal energy storage device (TESD) connected to the engine water 

jacket, that works on the effect of absorption and rejection of heat during the solid–liquid phase change of heat 
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storage material (Na2SO4-10H2O). Pre-heating engine at cold start, at 2 ºC, Gumus obtained a CO and HC 

emission decrease about 64% and 15% respectively. Broatch et al. [10] evaluated the potential of an intake air 

heating technology, by means of electrical heaters, for the reduction of pollutant emissions from diesel engine 

combustion during a NEDC cycle, showing a reduction of 13% in HC, 5% in CO and 3% in NOx but particulate 

matter increases about 4%. Kauranen [11] proposes a double heat recovery system from the combination of 

exhaust gas heat recovery system and latent heat accumulator for thermal energy storage, using the energy to 

heat the engine coolant during a cold start and low engine load. 

In this work a different concept is proposed. Exhaust thermal energy is recovered by a heat exchanger placed on 

the tail of the exhaust line. Recovered heat is driven by a hydraulic installation to the intake manifold where a 

water/air heat exchanger releases the heat recovered to the intake air instead of heating the engine coolant. 

However, many authors have analyzed the performance improvement of coolant heating [12-13] instead of intake 

air. Some advantages have to be highlighted in case of coolant and oil heating: 

 Increasing oil temperature reduces friction losses, due to its lower viscosity.  

 Energy recovered by coolant is transferred to the engine block, reducing the energy moved from 

combustion to the cylinder line and cylinder head.  

On the other hand, some disadvantages make hard to apply the oil and coolant strategy:  

 High thermal inertia of block and coolant engine system as well as thermal losses along with low heat 

recovery during the first minutes of warming-up produces small temperature increases in engine coolant 

and oil.  

 Initial combustion conditions are not improved. So, cold air is coming inside the cylinder, increasing the 

combustion time duration and therefore reducing the combustion performance.  

The facility performed in this work was used to investigate the capability of an exhaust heat recovery system as 

well as to study the influence of the intake air temperature on the emissions and performance of a DI Diesel 

engine working under transient load conditions at low ambient temperatures. The initial air temperature influences 

on the chemical reaction rate through the rate coefficient, according to the Arrhenius expresion [14], there is an 

exponential relation between rate constant and temperature.  Higher intake air temperatures show a drawback 

effect on cylinder filling. The higher the temperature is, the lower the density is, and therefore the volumetric 

efficiency goes down [15]. However at low temperatures the negative effect on the volumetric efficiency is not 

significant, but the rate of combustion is. Therefore, the intake air temperature increase improves the engine 

performance. Experimentally it can be proved by the fuel consumption in the cycle 

The aim of this research is to analyze how the improvement of combustion boundary conditions, such as air 

intake temperature, EGR rate and engine coolant temperature, can enhance the engine performance under low 

temperature conditions. Summing up, the recovery system purpose is the warming-up time reduction, and the 

engine operation under more optimal conditions, until engine nominal temperatures are reached. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the experimental setup and the explanation of the 

theoretical tools. Section 3 is focused on the balance energy analysis. Section 4 contains the results and analysis 

of the recovery system effects on the emissions and engine performance during the NEDC cycle starting at -7 ºC 

and the impact on the system of different ambient temperatures. Finally, the main conclusions are presented in 

section 5.  

2. Experimental setup and methodology 

2.1. Description of test cell and setup 
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HP EGR DUCT 

In order to analyze the effect of the heat recovery system the experiments with an in line 4 cylinders, 2.0 l, 

turbocharged HSDI diesel engine were conducted. In Table 1 the features of the engine are shown. The tests 

were carried out in a climatic chamber where the ambient, coolant and fuel temperatures are under control. 

Table 1 

Engine specifications. 

  
Cylinder number In-line 4 
Bore x stroke (mm) 85 x 88 
Displacement (cm

3
) 1997 

Compression ratio  17.6 +/- 0.5 
Valve number 16 
Valvetrain Double cam shaft over head 
Fuel delivery system Common rail. Direct injection. 
EGR system HP and LP cooled EGR 
Intake boosting Turbocharger with VGT 
Intake cooling system Water charge air cooler (WCAC) 
Maximum power (kW/rpm) 120/3750 
Maximum torque (Nm/rpm) 340/2000 
Torque at maximum power (Nm) 300 
Maximum speed (rpm) 5200 
Specific power (HP/liter) 81.5 

 

Engine Intake manifold is a cutting edge design where the classic intercooler is replaced by a water/air heat 

exchanger, known as Water Charge Air Cooler (WCAC), that is joined to a short intake manifold. High pressure 

exhaust gas recirculation (HP EGR) duct connects at one side of this short manifold and mixes the exhaust gases 

with the fresh air trying to avoid HP EGR dispersion between the cylinders [16]. The result is a compact Air Intake 

Module (AIM) in which lengths are reduced and therefore time response too. Figure 1 shows a drawing of the 

Intake Air Module. An additional bypass branch allows the intake air flow not to go through the WCAC heat 

exchanger, in order not to heat or cool it. 

 

Figure 1. Air Intake Module. 

The waste heat recovery system is based on a heat exchanger placed in the exhaust line, between the Diesel 

particle filter and the low pressure exhaust gas recirculation (LP EGR) extraction. Figure 2 shows a schematic 

layout of the engine including the heat recovery system. According to this layout the heat exchanger in the 

exhaust line is used for, simultaneously, both LP EGR cooling and heat recovery. For this reason this unit will be 

referred as Twin Function Exchanger (TFE). The TFE is connected to the WCAC by means of a coolant circuit. 

The coolant flow is heated in the TFE using the exhaust gases enthalpy and releases heat to the intake air in the 

WCAC. The air at the WCAC outlet is mixed with the exhaust gases coming from the HP EGR system and the 

mixture enters into the intake pipes. It is important to highlight that the WCAC has two functions depending on the 

WCAC 

INTAKE AIR BYPASS 
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intake air temperature, on one hand at low temperature it releases the heat recovered by the TFE. On the other 

hand when intake temperature is high, the WCAC is connected to a cooler in order to work as the classic 

intercooler does.  

 

Figure 2. Engine layout. 

The sizing of certain heat exchangers of the vehicle (main radiator, CAC…) is driven by the required performance 

at full load extreme conditions. The WCAC has been designed to be able to reduce the intake air temperature in 

full load until external ambient temperature. The maximum thermal power transferred in the WCAC is 22 kW. The 

engine running conditions where the air enthalpy delivered by the compressor is the highest, is at 3500 rpm and 

325 Nm. The external WCAC volume is 2.25 litres (20 x 12.5 x 9 cm). 

The LP EGR coolers are somehow different; they are sized in order to assure no negative impact of high 

temperatures at the inlet of the compressor when the maximum amount of exhaust gas is recirculated. In our 

specific case this heat exchanger, called TFE because is providing also the heat recovery function, has been 

oversized in order to reduce the backpressure in the main exhaust line and avoid any influence of this system on 

the performance of the engine. The maximum exhaust thermal power delivered in the TFE is 36 kW at engine full 

load condition, at 3500 rpm and 325 Nm. The TFE volume is 0.583 liters (18.5 x 7 x 4.5 cm). 

The coolant pipes connecting both elements, WCAC and TFE, have been designed in order to reduce the coolant 

volume at the minimal value to avoid thermal inertia and reduce thermal losses between them. The total pipe 

length of the heat recovery system is 1.2 meters and the coolant volume inside it is 0.34 litres. 

Several cases were analyzed at different ambient temperatures in order to study the feasibility of the energy 

recovery system from low temperatures,-7 ºC, to higher and less critical temperatures, 0 and 10 ºC. All cases 

were defined for testing at transients loads of a NEDC cycle. There were tested several configurations of the heat 

recovery system. The main differences between cases lie in the combination of HP EGR and LP EGR duration as 

well as the configuration of the WCAC. The first case, AIRCAC reference, represents the current automotive 

technology. Intake air is always cooled simulating an air-air intercooler. The other test reference is WCAC 

reference: the WCAC is installed upstream of the intake manifold. In this case, in order to reduce the negative 

effect of air cooling at low ambient temperatures, no coolant flow goes through the WCAC. Both references don´t 

have the heat recovery system installed, the rest of cases have it. The third case is named as HP 180. The intake 

air flows through the WCAC. HP EGR is enabled for 180 seconds since the engine coolant temperature has 

reached 5 ºC in order to avoid combustion instabilities due to the EGR activation at low temperatures. Finally the 

fourth case named as HP 180 Bypass is the same as the third case but the WCAC air by-pass is enabled for the 

first 100 seconds of the cycle.  In all the configurations, LP EGR is enabled once HP EGR is switched off. 

Horiba Mexa 7100 DEGR was used to measure O2, CO2, CO, using a non-dispersive infrared analyzer, and 

unburned hydrocarbons with a chemiluminiscent detector. The error of the gas analyzer is in the range of 2%. 
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Both intake and exhaust CO2 measurements were recorded in order to obtain the EGR rates. The EGR rate is 

defined as: 

EGR =
ṁEGR

ṁAIR+ṁEGR
       [1] 

Where �̇�𝐸𝐺𝑅 and �̇�𝐴𝐼𝑅 are the mass flow of EGR gas and fresh air, respectively. Air mass flow was measured by 

a hot wire anemometer with a measurement error of 1%. Equation 1 can be expressed as a function of a specific 

pollutant concentration, like CO2, measured in the intake and exhaust manifold [17]. 

EGR =
[CO2 INT]−[CO2 ATM ]

[CO2 EXH]−[CO2 ATM]
       [2] 

Where[CO2 INT], [CO2 ATM] and [CO2 EXH] are the carbon dioxide concentration in the intake, ambient and exhaust 

respectively. 

Fuel consumption along the NEDC cycle was measured with an AVL fuel balance, with a measurement error of 

0.2%. Temperatures at the intake were measured downstream and upstream the WCAC. Besides the main 

parameters, other variables were recorded, such as engine speed, fuel rate injection, boost pressure, air mass 

flow and exhaust temperatures with the aim to compare the repeatability of the cycles and obtaining data to get a 

thermal characterization of both WCAC and TFE. All measurement signals were sampled at 10 Hz. 

Once the NEDC cycle has finished, the engine is put under specific conditions of load to regenerate the 

particulate filter [18]. After that, test cell is cooled for several hours in order to ensure the same initial conditions of 

all cycles carried out. 

2.2. Repeatability and pollutant emissions calculation 

In addition to the errors of the measurement devices, engine performance and boundary conditions variability 

affects the result obtained. In order to quantify the variability pattern, the repeatability of the experiments was 

evaluated by comparing the exhaust emissions measurements and fuel consumption of four NEDC cycles carried 

out in different days  at -7 ºC [19]. The repeatability study shows maximum variations of the total emissions about 

4% for CO, 10% for HC and 2% in case of fuel consumption. For each variable: fuel, CO and HC, variability is 

characterized through the relative difference of each case compared to the average. The calculation of the error 

due to the variability, presented as 𝛂, is shown in the Equation 3. 

α = max {|
X̂−X

X
| , |

X̌−X

X
|}       [3] 

Where X represents the accumulated value of the variable under study, fuel, HC or CO, at each time. X̂, X̌, X  are 

the maximum, minimum and average amount respectively of the variable at each point of the NEDC cycle . 

Figure 3 shows the average of the accumulated values of fuel consumption and pollutant emissions along the 

NEDC cycle. The chart includes an error bar at the main points of the cycle. 
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Figure 3. Accumulated pollutant emissions and fuel consumption at -7ºC in a NEDC cycle. 

Once chemical pollutants have been recorded by the gas analyzer, it is necessary to process the data in order to 

ensure the right time span and avoid the mismatch between pollutant emissions and the other engine variables, 

such as air and fuel mass flow. The existence of a delay in pollutant analysis is due to two different sources. On 

one hand, there is an internal delay necessary to analyze the sample that depends on the type of pollutant [20]. 

On the other hand the distance between the sample point and the gas analyzer forces the existence of a delay 

defined by the gas velocity and the length of the sample pipes. The gas speed through the sample pipes is 

produced by the vacuum pressure generated by the gas analyzer pump, which remains equal during the whole 

cycle. Some authors have implemented behavior models [20] while other authors analyze the delay by correlation 

methods comparing the pollutant measurement with other related variables like engine speed [21-22]. In this 

study a correlation method is used, previous to the assessments it was studied the second source delay by 

carrying out NEDC cycles in order to compare the pollutant pick emissions against the power pick demands. In 

addition the first EGR rate grows up is compared to the EGR valve opening.  

The pollutant sample point is located upstream the Diesel oxidation catalyst to analyze the effect on pollutant 

emissions of the heat recovery system acting alone. Flow rate mass emissions are calculated using the pollutant 

concentrations and the air and fuel mass flow, according to the Equation 4, in order to know how much pollutants 

are released to the atmosphere.  

ṁpollutant =
Mpollutant

Mair
∙ [Cpollutant] ∙ (ṁair + ṁfuel)   [4] 

Where Mpollutant and Mair are the molecular weight of pollutants and air respectively. [Cpollutant] is the measured 

pollutant concentration and ṁair and ṁfuel are the mass flow of fresh air and fuel respectively. 

2.3. Energy balance analysis 

Energy fluxes distributions in the engine are studied during the whole cycle [23]. First thermodynamics law is 

applied in the engine to analyze how the energy distribution occurs along the cycle. The procedure is similar to 

the one presented in [24]. Energy terms are estimated from delivered data by thermocouples, flow meters and 

fuel balance. The energy analysis is simplified in four main terms. The heat release (Q̇release) by the engine, that 

besides of the energy delivered by the combustion it involves the inlet energy of fuel and air, the engine power 

(Ne) recorded by the electrical brake, the enthalpy per time unit of exhaust gases (Hexh) and finally, the 
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miscellaneous losses (Q̇misc). This last term includes several ways of losses: heat transmission losses to the 

coolant system, lubrication fluid, surroundings, and thermal inertia of the overall engine. In addition to the heat 

losses, miscellaneous term involves the friction losses. Power terms are obtained from Equations  5, 6 and 7. 

Q̇release − Ne − Hexh = Q̇misc      [5] 

Where Q̇release is the total in-cylinder heat release, Ne is the engine power and Hexh is the enthalpy of exhaust 

gases. 

Hexh = ṁg ∙ cg ∙ Texh        [6] 

Where ṁg is the exhaust gas flow, cg is the specific heat of exhaust gases and Texh is the exhaust gases 

temperature. 

Q̇release = Q̇comb + Hair−in + Hfuel−in − Hvf    [7] 

Where Q̇comb is the combustion energy rate, Hair−in is the intake air enthalpy, Hfuel−in is the injected fuel enthalpy 

and Hvf is the vaporization fuel enthalpy.  

2.4. Effectiveness of WCAC and TFE 

Heat exchanger effectiveness shows the temperature increase of a fluid respect the theoretical value that it could 

reach [25]. Effectiveness (𝛆) calculation of TFE are shown in Equations 8 and 9. Equation 8 shows the TFE 

effectiveness when it works as a heat recovery system.  

εTFE_Heat_recovery =
TTFE_out_coolant−TTFE_in_coolant

Tin_gas−TTFE_in_coolant
     [8] 

Where TTFE_out_coolant , TTFE_in_coolant , Tin_gas  is the outlet coolant TFE temperature, inlet coolant TFE temperature 

and inlet gas temperature respectively. Equation 9 shows the cooling performance of the TFE when LP EGR is 

enabled.  

εTFE_cooler =
Tin_gas−Tout_gas

Tin_gas−TTFE_in_coolant
       [9] 

Where, Tin_gas, Tout_gas, TTFE_in_coolant is the inlet gas temperature, outlet gas temperature and inlet coolant TFE 

temperature respectively. Equation 10 shows the WCAC effectiveness when the heat recovery system is running. 

εWCAC =
Tout air−Tin air

TWCACin coolant
− Tin air

      [10] 

Where Tout air, Tin air, TWCACin coolant
 is the outlet air temperature, inlet air temperature and inlet coolant WCAC 

temperature respectively. Large heat losses and thermal inertia of fins and housing decrease the heat exchanger 

effectiveness. It is important to remark that the thermal inertia works as an energy storage which at thermal 

transient conditions can demand or release heat. In addition, the heat capacities of fluids affect to the 

temperatures reached. 

3. Energy analysis results 

3.1. Engine block energy balance 

The evolution of the main energy terms of Equation 5 is depicted in Figure 4 for an NEDC cycle carried out at -7 

ºC of ambient temperature. In order to perform the analysis, several time intervals inside the cycle are 

considered: 0-200, 200-400, 400-600, 600-800, 800-1000 and 1000-1200 seconds. The energy terms are given 

as a fraction of the total in-cylinder energy in each interval. Heating-up analysis is difficult to carry out due to the 
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transient load conditions. For this reason, the energy analysis is obtained as the average value of each energy 

term at the mentioned time intervals. These time steps represent the main points of the NEDC cycle. 

For the first 400 seconds the energy analysis shows similar values. 50% of the total energy concerns to 

miscellaneous losses, around 40% of energy is available on exhaust gases and the rest of energy, around 10%, 

is effective power. Between 400 and 600 seconds the energy distribution changes. Exhaust enthalpy shows 

higher energy fraction with a 47% than miscellaneous losses with a 42%. Effective power remains around 10%. 

Between 600 and 800 seconds the increase of exhaust enthalpy is noticeable. Exhaust enthalpy rises to 52% and 

miscellaneous losses are reduced to 37%. The reason of the miscellaneous losses reduction over time is the 

combustion improvement and increase of thermal efficiency as the NEDC proceeds. Energy released to the 

engine block and coolant circuit is reduced as these components increase their temperature. Regarding effective 

power, it remains at 10%. 

Finally, during the last two time steps the higher engine load increases the effective power to 20% approximately. 

Between 800 and 1000 seconds exhaust enthalpy fraction is reduced to 44% while miscellaneous losses 

percentage remains equal. At the last time step exhaust enthalpy fraction increases to 47% while miscellaneous 

losses fraction is reduced to 30%. 

 

Figure 4. Energy fraction evolution during the NEDC cycle at -7 ºC. 

 
3.2. TFE and WCAC performance 

Cycle-averaged TFE and WCAC effectiveness are calculated with Equations 8, 9 and 10. Equations 8 and 10 are 

applied for the first 400 seconds of the cycle, when the heat recovery system delivers the energy from the 

exhaust to the intake air. Equation 9 is applied while LP EGR is enabled, since the first 180 seconds until the end 

of the cycle, in order to characterize the EGR cooling performance of the TFE.  

The effectiveness of the TFE and WCAC when the heat recovery system is working is 11% and 89% respectively. 

Both heat exchangers are performed to work in counter flow configuration. TFE shows low effectiveness as a 

consequence of the large value of the coolant heat capacity compared to the exhaust gases. Coolant temperature 

increase is small and differences between the inlet gas and the outlet coolant temperatures are significant. On the 

other hand, WCAC effectiveness is high due to the reverse effect. The air heat capacity is low, so air temperature 

reaches the coolant inlet one. Regarding the LP EGR cooling performance of TFE the effectiveness is 94%. In 

this case the high effectiveness shows the important cooling effect of the TFE on the exhaust gases. Figures 5 

and 6 depict the gas and coolant temperatures of both heat exchangers: TFE and WCAC respectively. The 
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temperature evolution is shown for the first 400 seconds, when heat recovery system is working in the heating 

mode.  

 

Figure 5. TFE gas and coolant temperatures 

 

Figure 6. WCAC air and coolant temperatures. 

 

4. Engine performance results and discussion 

The heating recovery system is applied under different ambient temperature to analyse its influence on the intake 

air heating benefits. In case of engine tests at 0ºC and 10ºC the reference tests are those with WCAC working 

without cooling flow during the first 800 seconds. Exhaust raw emissions were measured at the beginning of the 

exhaust line, between the turbine outlet and the diesel oxidation catalyst. 

4.1. Assessment of engine performance at -7 º C 

The heat recovery system is designed to work under low ambient temperature conditions. Figure 7 shows the 

intake air temperature evolution during the NEDC cycle with the different configurations presented in previous 

sections. All the configurations provide very similar results in the first 200 seconds since the HP EGR strategy is 

enabled. Afterwards, once the EGR strategy is switched from HP to LP configuration, the effect of the heat 

recovery system is noticiable.  
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For the first 100 seconds, when EGR is not enabled yet, lower intake temperatures are recorded for AIRCAC 

case due to the cooling effect of WCAC, which is simulating an AIRCAC with a coolant temperature equal to the 

ambient temperature. On the other hand, the WCAC bypass case shows a bit higher intake temperature, which 

demonstrates the negative effect of the WCAC cold walls in the beginning. 

While HP EGR is enabled (between the first 100 and 180 seconds), temperatures of different cases are close 

between them and show very similar profiles. The reason of this fact is the high enthalpy of exhaust, not cooled, 

gas recirculation. Hydrocarbons and CO are produced at condition of defect of oxygen and low temperature as a 

result of the partial oxidation of the fuel, phenomena known as incomplete combustion. Under less critical ambient 

temperatures the EGR reduces both the peak combustion temperature and oxygen presence, producing an 

increase of CO and hydrocarbons, in order to reduce NOx emissions. However at low temperatures the use of 

EGR becomes useful avoiding partial oxidation because of the higher impact of initial temperature than the 

oxygen dilution. This is the reason of performing no cooled HP EGR in the first stages of the cycle. 

From 180 seconds, HP EGR is replaced by LP EGR and the temperatures of the different cases show important 

reductions because of it.  

Between 500 and 800 seconds the temperature differences between cases are due to the heat recovery system. 

Intake air temperature differences between the cases are around 40 ºC higher than the AIRCAC reference test 

(15 ºC in case of WCAC 0-flow).  

At 800 seconds of the NEDC cycle the extra-urban cycle is performed, so higher engine loads are applied. In 

order to avoid intake overheating the heat recovery system is connected to the engine coolant instead of the 

WCAC. Therefore, after this point the WCAC actuates as a cooler and the TFE as a standard LP EGR cooler. In 

the 0-flow case, the thermal control actuates opening the coolant valve showing a noticible intake temperature 

reduction according to Figure 7. Since 800 seconds all cases show an increasingly intake temperature due to the 

higher engine load. In the case of AIRCAC reference, temperature remains constant with small changes until high 

load increases the intake temperature. 

 

Figure 7. Intake temperature profile during the NEDC cycle. 

Figure 8 shows the relative reduction in fuel consumption and pollutant emissions compared to the AIRCAC 

reference. The charts represent the accumulative reduction for the main points of the NEDC cycle. 
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According to the charts, it can be observed two stages on hydrocarbons emissions and fuel consumption 

evolution. In the first stage, between 200 and 400 seconds, there is an important reduction. From this point, the 

reduction becomes lower noticeable until the end of the NEDC cycle. 

For the first 200 seconds HP 180 By-pass shows lower CO emissions due to the effect of bypassing intake air. 

The initial improvement in HP 180 By-pass is due to the lower heat transmission losses from the intake air to the 

cold walls of WCAC and therefore intake temperature is slightly higher than the others in the beginning, as 

explained in Figure 7. On the other hand there is not improvement on fuel consumption and unburned 

hydrocarbons 

After 200 seconds it is observed a clear tendency: higher intake temperatures reduce the CO, HC emissions and 

fuel consumption.  All cases show better performance than the reference case. Since 200 seconds the 

classification of cases depending on the magnitude of reduction remains constant. 0-flow is the case with lower 

improvements, followed by HP 180 and finally HP 180 By-pass which shows higher improvements in fuel 

consumption and mainly in CO emissions compared to the standard HP 180. 

Comparing HP 180 and HP 180-Bypass cases, it is important to highlight the positive effect of the WCAC By-pass 

on CO reduction. In the beginning of the NEDC cycle, CO emissions are critical due to the low operation 

temperature of the engine. From the point of view of fuel consumption, the differences are low and, regarding 

unburned hydrocarbons, there is no difference for the whole NEDC cycle between these two configurations.  

 

Figure 8. Reduction of fuel and pollutant emissions by time period. 
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Total accumulated fuel and pollutant variation of the whole NEDC cycle is depicted in Figure 9 compared to the 

AIRCAC reference. Higher intake temperature increases the combustion efficiency and therefore fuel 

consumption is reduced. While fuel reduction keeps similar in all cases, between 7% and 10% compared to the 

AIRCAC, CO and HC emissions show important reductions comparing the different cases. Using WCAC by-pass 

is observed a reduction of 8% in CO in HP 180 By-pass compared to the HP 180.  

 

Figure 9. Total variation of fuel and pollutant emissions at -7 ºC. 

4.2. Influence of the ambient temperature 

In the following section, the effect of different ambient temperatures is analyzed. In this study, the HP 180 

configuration is compared to the 0-flow case. The reason to choose 0-flow as reference, instead of AIRCAC case, 

is to evaluate the impact of the exhaust recovery system compared to a thermal management improvement (e.g. 

0-flow). Due to the fact that the heat recovery system is based on the existence of a WCAC which is connected to 

the TFE, the comparison between a WCAC 0-flow configuration versus the TFE configuration is useful in order to 

determine the benefits of adding a TFE. 

Results obtained in pollutant emissions for all ambient temperatures are compared in Figure 10. In all cases fuel 

reduction is negligible. CO emissions improvements are remarkable with a reduction of 9% at -7 and 7% at 0 ºC. 

Greater reductions are obtained for unburned hydrocarbons with a reduction of 24% and 17% at -7 and 0 ºC 

respectively. As ambient temperature increases, the benefits of the heat recovery system become lower. Once 

ambient temperature reaches 10 ºC, the heat recovery system does not present significant differences.  

 

Figure 10. Total variation of fuel and pollutant emissions at different ambient temperatures. 
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5. Conclusions 

In this paper an experimental study was carried out in order to evaluate the potential of intake air heating, based 

in a novel exhaust heat recovery system, applied under low ambient temperatures during a NEDC cycle. 

Regarding intake air, its temperature greatly influences on engine pollutant emissions, pointing the importance of 

chemical reactiveness, driven by gas temperature, at the beginning of combustion.  

TFE combined with HP EGR 180 and HP EGR 180 By-pass seconds duration becomes a solution to engine 

operation at low ambient temperature. HC and CO emissions in HP EGR 180 case have been significantly 

reduced with a maximum reduction around 65% and 32%% respectively. Fuel consumption reduction is about 

7%. HP EGR 180 By-pass shows a bit higher improvements at CO with 40% of reduction and fuel consumption 

with 10% of reduction. 

Compared to other thermal management systems like 0-flow, the effect of the TFE is noticeable at low 

temperatures, with a reduction around 10% and 25% on carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons 

respectively. As the ambient temperature increases, advantages of intake air heating become lower since 

pollutant emissions are less reduced. The fuel consumption is not affected by the ambient temperature in case of 

comparing TFE cases to 0-flow. 
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